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Abstract 
This thesis consists of four papers conce rning modelling of count data and tourism demand. 
For three of the papers the focus is on the integer-valued autoregressive moving average 
model class (INARMA), and especially on the ENAR(l) mode l. The fourth paper studies the 
interaction between households' choice of number of leisure trips and number of overnight 
stays within a bivariate count data modelling framework. 

Paper [I] extends the basic INAR(1) model to enable more flexible and realistic empirical 
economic applications. The model i s generalized by relaxing some of the model's basic 
independence assumptions. Results are given in terms of first and second conditional and 
unconditional order moments. Extensions to general INAR(p), time-varying, multivariate and 
threshold models are also considered. Estimation by conditional least squares and generalized 
method of moments techniques is feasible. Monte Carlo simulatio ns for two of the extended 
models indicate reasonable estimation and testing properties. An illustration based on the 
number of Swedish mechanical paper and pulp mills is considered. 

Paper[II] considers the robustness of a conventional Dickey-Fuller (DF) test for the testing of 
a unit root in the INAR(1) model. Finite sample distributions for a model with Poisson 
distributed disturbance terms are obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. These distributions are 
wider than those of AR(1) models with normal distributed error terms. As the drift and sample 
size, respectively, increase the distributions appear to tend to T-2) and standard normal 
distributions. The main results are summarized by an approximating equation that also 
enables calculation of critical values for any sample and drift size. 

Paper[III] utilizes the INAR( l) model to model the day-to-day movements in the number of 
guest nights in hotels. By cross -sectional and temporal aggregatio n an INARMA(1,1) mo del 
for monthly data is obtained. The approach enables easy interpretation and econometric 
modelling of the parameters, in terms of daily mean check-in and check-out probability. 
Empirically approaches accounting for seasonality by dummies and using differenced series , 
as well as forecasting, are studied for a series of Norwegian guest nights in Swedish hotels. In 
a forecast evaluation the improvements by introducing economic variables is minute. 

Paper[IV] empirically studies household's joint choice of the number of leisure trips and the 
total night to stay on these trips. The paper introduces a bivariate count hurdle model to 
account for the relative high frequencies of zeros. A truncated bivariate mixed Poisson 
lognormal distribution, allowing for both positive as well as negative c orrelation between the 
count variables, is utilized. Inflation techniques are used to account for clustering of leisure 
time to weekends. Simulated maximum likelihood is used as estimation method. A small 
policy study indicates that households substitute trips for nights as the travel costs increase. 

Key words: Time series, Count data, INARMA, Unit root, Aggregation, Forecasting, 
Tourism, Truncation, Inflation, Simulated maximum likelihood, Bivariate hurdle model. 
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1. Introduction 

Count data regression modelling techniques have become important tools in empirical 
studies of economic behavior and their applicability continues to grow in various areas of 
economics. In the specialized literature, e.g., Cameron and Trivedi (1998) and Winkel
mann (2000), numerous examples of econo mic studies utilizing count data methodology 
is mentioned, covering topics in, e.g., health economics, labour economics, financial eco
nomics, industrial organization, and transportation and travel. Some examples of studies 
are the number of doctor visits, the number of bank failures, the number of shopping trips 
as well as studies of takeo ver activity, entry and exit in industries and labor mobility. 

Although count data regression modelling techniques have a rather recent origin, the 
statistical analysis of counts has a long and rich history. Most of the early statistical 
count analyses concerned univariate independent and identically distributed random vari
ables within the framework of discrete parametric distributions (Johnson, Kotz and Kemp, 
1992). The benchmark for the development of count data models is the Poisson distribu
tion. The Poisson distribution was derived as a limiting distribution of t he binomial by 
Siméon-Denis Poisson, who gave the limiting distribution in his 1837 book. The negative 
binomial distribution, a standard generalization of the Poisson, was derived by Greenwood 
and Yule (1920) and by Eggenberger and Polya (1923). In economics an early application 
of the Poisson regression model is Jorgenson (1961), who modelled consumer demand. 
Gouriéroux, Monfort and Trognon (1984ab) and Hausman, Hall and Griliches (1984) are 
early contributors who have influenced the development of ap plied count data regression 
analysis. 

Economic studies usually begin with a specification of a theoretical model trying to 
explain agents' (households, firms or other institutions) behavior or choice as depending 
on other variables. From the theoretical model an empirically feasible regression model 
is formulated. The regression model is an empirical counterpart to the theoretical model 
where the choice or outcome on the variable of in terest, is explained by explanatory vari
ables specified by theory. In count data regression, the main focus is the effect of covariates 
on the frequency of an event, measured by non-negative and integer-valued counts. 

The main motivation for using specialized methods to handle count data is that the 
standard Gaussian linear regression model ignores the restricted support (non-negativity 
and the integer-valued character) of the dependent count data variable. This may lead 
to significant deficiencies unless the mean of th e counts is high, in which case the normal 
approximation and related regression methods may be satisfactory. The results in Paper 
[II] gives an example of t he latter since it indicates that as the mean in the count data 
model increase, the better is the approximation of the model based on normality. 

From an econometric point of view this thesis focuses on the modelling of ti me series 
of count data and on the analysis of repeated and bivariate cross-sectional count data. 
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2. The Poisson regression model 

The starting point for most cross-sectional count data analyses is the Poisson regression 
model. The model is based on the assumption that the count variable yi, given the vector 
of explanatory variables x*, is independently Poisson distributed with density 

e-Vi u^i 
f(yi\xi)= yi]z , Hi = 0, 1 , 2 , . . .  

with exponential mean function 

Hi = exp(xj/3), Hi > 0, 

where ß is a k x 1 parameter vector. The choice of the exponential mean function is 
made to insure a non-negative mean. The model implies that the conditional mean and 
the conditional variance are equal, i.e. E{yi\x^) = V(yi\x.ì) — fi{. Note that the Poisson 
regression model is intrinsically heteroskedastic. 

A number of estimators (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi, 1998, ch. 3 ) can be used to obtain 
estimates of ß, e.g., maximum likelihood (ML) and pseudo maximum likelihood (PML). 

For a sample of K observations the log-likelihood function for the Poisson regression 
model is given by 

K K 
l = ]rin/(yi|xi) = Y^ViXiß - exp(xi/3) - Inj/*!. 

2=1 i=l 

The ML estimator is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed if the data gener
ating process is Poisson. The assumption of correct underlying distribution may, however, 
be relaxed. This leads to a class of pse udo- and quasi-ML estimators (Gouriéroux et al., 
1984b, McCullagh and Neider, 1983). The robustness of th ese estimators depends on a 
correctly specified conditional mean function. 

3. Generalizations of the basic Poisson model 

In many empirical applications the assumptions underlying the basic Poisson regression 
model are too restrictive with regard to features of the observed data (Cameron and 
Trivedi, 1998, ch. 4). Some commonly encountered deviations, from the basic assumptions, 
and those relevant for this thesis are briefly reviewed in this summary. 

A common deviation from the basic Poisson model is the failure of the equal conditional 
mean and conditional variance restriction. If the conditional variance of t he data exceeds 
the conditional mean overdispersion is present. The most commonly used explanation for 
overdispersion is that unobserved heterogeneity is present, i.e. there are omitted variables 
in the mean function. Other explanations are measurement errors in explanatory variables 
and that structural parameters are random (Brännäs and Rosenqvist, 1994). 
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A second frequently encountered feature of empirical data is a higher relative frequency 
of zero observations than is consistent with any standard count regression model (Mullahy, 
1986, Lambert, 1992). From a statistical point of view two common approaches dealing 
with the "excess zero" problem, are to use a hurdle model or a zero-inflated model. 

A third common deviation from the basic Poisson model is truncation and censoring. 
The observed counts are left truncated if small counts are excluded from the sample (zero 
truncation being the most frequently encountered) and right censored if counts exceeding 
some value are aggregated. 

3.1. Unobserved heterogeneity and over dispersion 

To deal with unobserved heterogeneity and overdispersion one may allow for random vari
ation in the conditional mean by introducing a multiplicative error term. This generates 
a family of models usually referred to as mixed Poisson models. The mean function of the 
Poisson distribution conditional on a multiplicative error term is specified as 

Ai = fJLiVi. 

The random variables, t>*, representing random unobserved heterogeneity, are usually as
sumed independent and identically distributed, possibly with a known parametric distri
bution, and independent of the explanatory variables. The marginal density of the mixed 
Poisson family of models is for a continuous mixing distribution of the form 

HvìÌ^Ì)- J f{Vi\xi,Vi)g(vi)dvi. 

If /(.) and g(.) are conjugate families the resulting model is expressible in a closed form. 
The specific form of t he mixed Poisson distribution depends on the choice of g(vi). Ex
amples of mixture models derived, by different assumptions regarding the mixing density 
p(.), are Poisson inverse Gaussian mixture (Dean, Lawless and Willmot, 1989), discrete 
lognormal (Shaban, 1988), generalized Poisson (Consul, 1989, Consul and Jain, 1973) and 
Gauss-Poisson (Johnson, Kotz and Kemp, 1992). Also, one of t he oldest and frequently 
applied alternatives to the basic Poisson regression model, the negative binomial model, 
may be derived as a Poisson-gamma mixture (Greenwood and Yule, 1920). 

Mixing based on multiplicative heterogeneity implies two important features of mixed 
models. One is that the conditional variance exceeds the conditional variance of the 
parent Poisson distribution, i.e. overdispersion is explained by the neglect of unobs erved 
heterogeneity. The other feature is that mixing causes the proportion of zero counts 
to increase compared with the corresponding proportion of zeroes in the parent Poisson 
distribution. This is a fact irrespectively of the form of p(.) for nondegenerate distributions 
(Feller, 1943, Mullahy, 1997). 

The estimation of parameters in mixed Poisson models is feasible with ML estimation 
techniques for mixtures that generate closed form marginal distributions. For mixtures 
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without closed form marginal distribution, computer intensive methods such as simulated 
maximum likelihood (SML) or simulated method of moments (SMM) are feasible estima
tion methods. For further details about simulation based estimation, see, e.g., McFadden 
(1989), Gouriéroux and Monfort (1991), Hajivassiliou and Ruud (1994). Paper [IV] of the 
thesis deals with a bivariate mixture model without explicit closed form solution and SML 
is used as the estimation method. 

3.2. Truncated counts 

A count data distribution is truncated if the distribution is not observable over the whole 
range of non-negative integers.1 A common example are distributions "truncated at zero". 
Such a distribution arises in "on-site" sampling (Shaw, 1988). Since the survey is con
ducted only among those participating in the event, only positive integer values can be 
observed. The zero truncation case is usually referred to as left truncation or truncation 
from below. Right truncation or truncation from above, may also arise. 

The general approach to dealing with left truncated2 count data is to specify the count 
data density /i(y;,0), with corresponding distribution H(yi,0) = Pr(yj < yi), where 9 is 
a parameter vector. If observed counts less than a positive integer r are omitted, the left 
truncated count distribution is given by 

/ (y* ,%z>r)=  1 _x y { ! r , d ) 1 ^y Vi  =  r , r  +  1 , . . . .  

For the Poisson distribution h(yi,6) the left truncated Poisson distribu
tion is given by 

f (y i ,ß i \Vi>r)  =  J 1—-, Vi  =  r , r  +  1, .. .  .  

The truncated mean and variance of th e left truncated Poisson model are given in, e.g., 
Cameron and Trivedi (1998, ch. 4). The mean of the left truncated random variable 
exceeds the corresponding mean of the untruncated variable, whereas the variance of t he 
truncated variable is smaller. 

The log-likelihood for the left truncated Poisson model is given by 

K 
< = £ 

i=i 
i M(*i)  - Mi - In fl - c (4 / j lj - ln(jfc!) 

The ML estimator is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed when the true 
data generating process is Poisson. The first conditional truncated moment depends on 

1 For censored count data observations are also only available for a restricted range of the count variable, 
but in this case explanatory variables are observed. This is in contrast to truncation where all observations, 
both the counts and t he explanatory variables, are lost for some range of the count variable. 

2 Analogous results may be derived for right truncated distributions. 
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the correct probability for the non-observable counts, i.e. the probability of observing 
y i < t for the left truncated case. A m isspecification of t he underlying distribution will 
therefore lead to a misspecification in the first conditional truncated moment and will then 
result in an inconsistent parameter estimator. 

Paper [IV] of th is thesis deals with both left and right truncated data, i.e. the number 
of tr ips to a particular destination is only observed for one and, at most, two trips as a 
consequence of the survey construction. 

3.3. The count data hurdle regression model 

The hurdle count data regression model was developed by Mullahy (1986) and builds on 
ideas from Cr agg (1971). Recent applications include Creel and Loomis (1990), Wilson 
(1992), Pohlmeier and Ulrich (1995), and Arulampalam and Booth (1997). Paper [IV] 
of this thesis introduces a bivariate version of the hurdle count data regression model. 
The hurdle model, which is flexible and allows for both under- and overdispersion, has 
intuitive appeal thanks to its interpretation as mirroring a two-part decision process. This 
is a plausible feature for many situations in economics. The two-part model specifies the 
first part as a binary outcome model and the second part as a zero truncated model. 
The first part governs participation, i.e. choosing a positive number or not, while the 
second part governs the positive choice. The count data hurdle model is also one possible 
approach to dealing with the "excess zero" problem. 

The hurdle version of the Poisson regression model is obtained by letting fiu = 
exp(xißi) be the mean function for the binary choice model and = exp(xi/32) be 
the mean function governing the positive outcomes of t he positive set J = {1,2,...}. The 
probabilities of ob serving a zero count, respectively, a one count (1, for y i > 0), in the 
binary part of the model, is given by 

Pr(jK = 0|xi) = exp(-/iU) 
Pi(y i  =  l|xj) = £ f(yi\xi) = 1 - exp 

Vi£j 

For the second part of the hurdle model the truncated-at-zero Poisson distribution is given 
by 

S Pr(a|xi,y, > 0) = _ e-^y.|. Vi — 1>2,... • 

The log-likelihood function for the Poisson hurdle model is given by 

I = ^1+^2 
K 

h = 53(1 - Ii) In Pr(yi = 0|xi) + ii ln[l - Prfefc = 0|x0] 
i=  1  
K 

h = ]PiilnPr(yj|xj,î/j > 0), 
Z= 1 
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where Ii = 1 if yi > 0 and Ii = 0 if yi = 0. The joint likelihood is maximized by separately 
maximizing h and Z2, assuming functional independence between h and I2. 

3.4. Inflated models 

The zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model addresses, as the Poisson hurdle model, the "excess 
zero" problem. The high frequency of zeros is a ccounted for by allowing extra probability 
mass at zero and reducing the probability mass for other frequencies. The zero-inflated 
Poisson model was introduced by Lambert (1992). The model is specified as 

Pr(yi = 0) = 7Ti + (1 - 7Ti)e~Mi 

Pr(Vi = r) = (1-7u)e J\ r = 1, 2 , . . . .  
r! 

From this specification zeros arise from two independent sources. It is either generated 
from the Poisson distribution with probability (1 — 7Tî) or independently by the extra 
probability 71^. The higher frequencies are reduced by the factor (1 — 7r»). Lambert (1992) 
parameterized 7Ti as a logistic function of the observable vector of covariates z*, ensuring 
non-negativity of 7r*. The log-likelihood of t he constant ir Z IP model is given by 

K 
I  =  5 (̂1 -  Ii )  ln(7T + (1 - 7r)eMi) + ii(ln(l - 7r) - f i {  + 7-* ln/x* - lnr!), 

i= l  

where Ii is an indicator variable that takes values 1 if yi > 0 and 0 if yi = 0. Lambert used 
the parameterized version of this model to study the occurrence of defects in manufactur
ing. Other applications of the model are given by Green (1994), Crépon and Duguet (1997) 
and Grootendorst (1995). Recent applications include Santos Silva and Covas (2000) and 
Melkersson and Rooth (2000), who both modelled completed fertility. Santos Silva and 
Covas combine a hurdle-at-zero model with inflation/deflation at one. Melkersson and 
Rooth introduce a model inflating both the "zero" and the "two" outcome. In Paper [IV] 
a model allowing for inflation in a bivariate count hurdle setting is utilized. The model 
allows for inflation at counts (1,1), (1,2), (2,2), (2,3) and (2,4). 

3.5. Bivariate models for count data 

The discussion so far has concerned univariate models. Paper [IV] in this thesis is, however, 
concerned with a bivariate analysis of coun t data. This section therefore briefly reviews 
bivariate count data models. 

Formal statistical properties of bivariate discrete models are found in e.g., Kocher-
lakota and Kocherlakota (1992) and Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan (1997). One class 
of bi variate models may be derived by trivariate reduction techniques, e.g., Kocherlakota 
and Kocherlakota (1992). Other bivariate models are proposed by, e.g., Gouriéroux, Mon-
fort and Trognon (1984ab), Marshall and Olkin (1990), Delgado (1992), Gurmu and Elder 
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(2000ab) and Cameron and Johansson (1997). A shortcoming with most of these sug
gested bivariate models is that the correlation between count variables is restricted to be 
positive. 

A flexible model that allows for both positive as well as negative correlation is the 
bivariate Poisson lognormal model. The multivariate Poisson lognormal model was sug
gested by Aitchison and Ho (1989) as an extension to the univariate Poisson lognormal 
model. Assume that the two count variables y\ and y 2 have independent Poisson dis
tributions conditional on random unobserved heterogeneity components £1 and £2 and 
explanatory variables xi and X2: 

where the mean parameters are specified as ^ = exp{x\ßi +£1) and = exp(x2/32+^2)-
The unobservable variables s\ and £2 are assumed jointly normally distributed, i.e. 

The joint density function of yi and y2, conditional on explanatory variables, is given by 

Although there is no apparent simplification of this multiple integral its moments can 
easily be obtained through conditional expectation results and standard properties of the 
Poisson and lognormal distribution (Aitchison and Ho, 1989). The sign of the correlation 
between y\ and 2/2 is determined by the sign of p. 

The model lacks a closed from solution for the multiple integral and estimation of 
the parameters of t he model has to be accomplished either by numerical integration or 
by simulation techniques. Munkin and Trivedi (1999) suggest and study estimation of 
this model by simulated maximum likelihood. Chib and Winkelmann (2001) use Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo methods for the same model. Empirical applications in economics of 
this model are still rare, mainly due to prior difficulties concerning estimation. Paper [IV] 
in this thesis provides an empirical application of a truncated and inflated version of this 
model. 

yi|xi,£i ~ P(mi)> Mi>0 
3/2|X2,£2 ~ P(ß2), Pv > 0, 

(£i,e2) ~ 7V{(0,0),(af,p<7io-2,a|)}, \p\ e [0,1]. 

Pr(3/i,2/2|xi,x2) = J JPx(yi,y2\xx,X2,si,£2)dF(£i,S2) 

J J Pr(î/i|xi,ei)Pr(îtt|x2,e2)/(ei,e2)<fei<fe2  

f°° [°° exp{-ßx)ßvi exp(~ß2)t42  

2ir<Ti<T2\/l — P2 

£i£2 

0\U2 
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4. Time-series models for count data 

The literature on count data has mainly focused on cross-sectional analysis. In recent 
years, however, the increased availability of economic data, especially at the micro level, 
has stimulated the development of m odels and methods for analyzing longitudinal (panel) 
and time series of co unt data. 

A time series of count data is an integer-valued non-negative sequence of count obser
vations observed over time. While there exists a large literature concerning conventional 
time series modelling the specialization to count data analysis is still not as well developed. 
This, despite the fact that several models for time series analysis of count data have been 
proposed. Examples are DARMA models suggested by Jacobs and Lewis (1978ab, 1983), 
the Zeger and Qaqish (1988) model, serially correlated error models suggested by Zeger 
(1988) and integer-valued autoregressive moving average (IN ARM A) models suggested by 
McKenzie (1985, 1986) and Al-Osh and Alzaid (1987). For a review of t hese and other 
models, see, e.g., Cameron and Trivedi (1998, ch. 7). In this thesis the INARMA model 
class and especially the integer-valued autoregression of order one [INAR(l)] is the focal 
point and an introduction to the model is given below. 

Count data time series approaches have empirically been used in, for example, studies of 
motorway casualties (Johansson, 1996), the number of bank failures (Davutyan, 1989), the 
number of homicides in California (Grogger, 1990), and generic competition in the Swedish 
pharmaceutical market (Rudholm, 2001). As the development of models and methods for 
analyzing time series of count data proceeds, the number of empirical applications is 
expected to increase. 

4.1. IN ARM A models 

The IN ARM A mo del class has evolved as an analogue to the continuous ARMA class of 
models and builds on the earlier work on non-Gaussian time-series by mainly Jacobs and 
Lewis (1977). The models were independently proposed by McKenzie (1985, 1986) and 
Al-Osh and Alzaid (1987). The simplest form of INARMA model is the INAR(l) process 
defined as 

Vt = Oi o 2/f_! + £U 

where {e t}  is a sequence of non-negative and integer-valued random variables with E(s t )  =  
A and V(et) = S. The model resembles the conventional AR(1) model in that it explicitly 
models the serial correlation in terms of lags of the endogenous variable. The major 
difference is that scalar multiplication is replaced by a binomial thinning operation. The 
operator, that was introduced in this framework by Steutel and Van Harn (1979), is defined 
as a o y = £ìLi uii where Ui is a sequence of binary random variables and where each 
individual component z, eithe r survives {ui = 1) with probability a or dies (ui = 0) with 
probability (1 — a), a G [0,1]. The basic assumptions that are made in the model are: 
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A.l: E(uiu j )  = E(ui )E(u j )  

A.2: E(uiSt) = £?(^)jE7(et) 

A.3: = E(ui)E(yt-1) 

A.4: Cov(£ t,£s) = 0, for allt ^ s 

A.5: £(etjft-i) = E(et)£(lfc-i). 

Properties like conditional and unconditional first and second order moments for the 
basic INAR(l) model are presented in Paper [I]. A mong the attractive features of the 
model are its relative simplicity and interpretational appeal. Since the {et} sequence may
be seen as the arrival of ind ividual components to the series, with A as th e mean entry, 
and the binomial thinning operator may be seen to represent the number of survivors 
from period t — 1 to t, this makes the model attractive for studying birth-death related 
processes. Different marginal distributions for yt a re obtained by different distributional 
choices for et. Al-Osh and Alzaid (1987) consider Poisson distributed et [Poisson INAR(l)] 
resulting in a Poisson marginal distribution for yt. Al-Osh and Alzaid (1988) also noted 
that Poisson is the only distribution for Et that produces the same distribution for yt. 

Extensions of the INAR(l) model to INAR(p) have been considered by Alzaid and 
Al-Osh (1990) and Jin-Guan and Yuan (1991). The integer valued moving average model 
of çth order, INMA(ç) was introduced by Al-Osh and Alzaid (1988) and in a slightly 
different form by McKenzie (1988). INARMA models can be found in McKenzie (1985) 
and Al-Osh and Alzaid (1991). Extensions of the models to include explanatory variables 
are considered by Brännäs (1995) and to panel data situations by Berglund and Brännäs 
(2001) and Blundell, Griffith and Windmeijer (1999). A finite mixture version of Poisson 
IN AR regression model is proposed by Böckenholt (1999). 

Maximum likelihood (conditional and exact) estimation (CMLE and MLE) of the Pois
son INAR(l) model is studied in Al-Osh and Alzaid (1987), Brännäs (1994) and Ronning 
and Jung (1992). Al-Osh and Alzaid (1987) also considered Yule-Walker and conditional 
least squares (CLS) estimation of the Poisson INAR(l). Brännäs (1994) studied estima
tion by generalized method of mo ments (GMM) for the Poisson and generalized Poisson 
INAR(l) model. Brännäs and Hall (2001) studied estimation of the INMA model. 

In the field of economics IN ARM A models are relatively new. However, some empirical 
economic applications are Berglund and Brännäs (2001), who studied entry and exit, 
Blundell et al. (1999), who studied the number of patents in firms, Böckenholt (1999), 
who studied consumer purchase behavior, and Rudholm (2001), who studied competition 
in the generic pharmaceuticals market. 

As economics, in general, is concerned with describing the behavior of economic agents 
(households, firms and institutions) or the interaction (dependence) between them, the as
sumptions of the basic INAR(l) model may seem too restrictive for economic applications. 
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Paper [I] of this thesis considers relaxing some of t he stated independence assumptions 
(A.1-A.5) in the model. The primary aim is to make the model more readily available 
for empirical economic applications. The second paper (Paper [II]) d eals with testing a 
special case of the model, namely, whether the INAR(l) has a unit root (a = 1). While 
unit roots have received a lot of at tention in the conventional time series literature it has 
not previously been considered for time series of count data. The third paper (Paper [III]) 
builds on the basic INAR(l) model and utilizes cross-sectional and temporal aggregation 
to arrive at an IN ARM A( 1,1) model. The paper considers modelling and forecasting a 
monthly time series of guest nights in hotels. The paper shows the usefulness of the 
INAR(l) model, particularly emphasizing its interpretational appeal, as well as offering 
a new and intuitively appealing approach to the modelling and forecasting of aggr egated 
time series of count data. 

5. Tourism demand 

An important and continuously growing sector in most economies is the tourism and travel 
sector. In this thesis two of t he papers (Paper [III] a nd Paper [IV]) a re focused on the 
modelling of to urism related issues. 

Paper [III] is c oncerned with international tourism and focuses on the modelling and 
forecasting of gu est nights in hotels. Although international tourism has grown rapidly 
over the recent 20 years, the rate of growth has varied considerably from year to year 
(Nordström, 1999b). For this reason accurate modelling and forecasting has become im
portant for many actors in the tourism industry. 

The paper introduces a new approach to the modelling and forecasting of guest nights 
in hotels that is a mix between economic demand models and pure time series analytical 
models. Other mixed forms are presented by, e.g., Martin and Witt (1989) and Witt 
and Witt (1995). Economic demand modelling approaches are given by, e.g., Adamowicz 
(1994), Melenberg and van Soest (1996) and Nordström (1999a). Pure time series models 
for forecasting of guest nights in hotels are given by, e.g., Garcia-Ferrer and Queralt (1997) 
and Gustavsson and Nordström (2001). 

Traditionally, the study of consumer demand for leisure- and tourist products/services 
has received major attention. Various theories and empirical models (e.g., Burt and Brewer 
1971, Williams 1979, Stynes and Peters 1984) have been developed over the years to 
study consumer preferences and choice behavior. These studies have identified the relative 
importance of the attributes that influence consumer choice behavior. An individuals 
travel decision over a given period of t ime includes choices about, e.g., number of trips, 
time to stay, destination, transportation mode, accommodation and activities. 

Many studies concerning tourism and travel focus on one of t he travel decisions (e.g., 
number of tr ips, time to stay, destination, transportation mode, accommodation and ac
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tivities) independently of the others. Some focus on the demand for trips (Creel and 
Loomis, 1990, Grogger and Carson, 1991, Terza and Wilson, 1990) others on the choice of 
destination (Woodside and Lysonski, 1989) and some on the transportation mode choice 
(Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). 

A popular way of modelling trip demand is the travel cost method. It uses the number 
of trips as a quantity measure and travel costs as the price of the trips.3 Count data models 
are a rather recent innovation in this literature (Hellerstein, 1991). Up to date most count 
data approaches consider single destinations and do not include substitute prices in the 
demand function (Feather and Shaw, 1999). Paper [IV] of this t hesis provides an empirical 
study including substitute destinations into the demand analyses. 

If the decisions about the number of t rips and the number of ov ernight stays or the 
choice of destination and transportation mode are systematically related, studies consid
ering only one of the decisions may be misleading and fail to account for the interaction 
between decisions. This fact has received some recent attention in the literature: Haus-
man, Leonard and McFadden (1995) study the demand for trips (number of trips) and 
destination choice in a two-stage budgeting approach. Dellaert, Borgers and Timmermans 
(1997) study the choice of destination along the choice of transportation mode. McConnell 
(1992), Larson (1993) and Berman and Kim (1999) study the simultaneous choice of num
ber of trips and time to stay for different types of recreational trips. Paper [IV] of this 
thesis follows this line of research and considers the household's joint choice of the number 
of tr ips and the number of nights to stay. In the paper, in contrast to previous studies, 
count data modelling techniques are utilized. 

6. Summary of the papers 

Paper [I] Gen eralized Integer-Valued Autoregression 

To enhance the usefulness of I NAR models in empirical economic applications we rela x 
some of the independence assumptions (A.1-A.5) of the basic INAR model. The discussion 
is in terms of entry and exit of firms in a stock of firms model, which serves as a working 
example. 

Dependence between exit decisions (E(u{uj) ^ E(ui)E(uj) for i j), entry decisions 
(dependence in the et process), entry and exit decisions (E{uiSt) ^ E(ui)E{et)) as well as 
extensions to INAR(p), multivariate INAR and threshold INAR(l) models are considered. 
The changes in the dependence structure of the basic INAR model will generally not 
change the first order moments, but will change higher order moments. Since the INARCH 
effect as well as the variance properties vary substantially with model type, we argue that 
empirical discrimination between the model types should be possible. 

3Another popular way of modelling t rip demand is the random utility model (RUM). 
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The cost of the extensions is paid by not being able to obtain full distributional results. 
For most of the models the first and second conditional and unconditional moments may, 
however, be obtained. Estimation of the extended models by conditional least squares, 
generalized method of m oments (GMM) and Yule-Walker techniques axe discussed as well 
as issues regarding specification testing and forecasting. 

A Monte-Carlo simulation indicates that the models may be estimated satisfactorily 
by conditional least squares or generalized method of moments techniques. The simulation 
study also reveals that the dependence parameters are quite precisely estimated and that 
a Wald test statistic based on GMM have reasonable properties. 

An illustration in terms of t he number of Swe dish mechanical paper and pulp mills is 
included. The illustrative study indicates a positive but insignificant correlation between 
exits and a significant positive correlation between the entry and the exit decision. 

Paper [II] Unit Root Testing in Integer-Valued AR(1) Models 

In this paper we ad dress the question whether the conventional Dickey-Fuller (DF) test 
of unit root is robust in the integer-valued autoregressive framework. A unit root in 
the INAR(l) model is considered mainly as an empirical feature. Although, a unit root 
process may seem unrealistic in the long run, it may be a reasonable characterization in 
finite empirical samples. 

The testing of unit root in the INAR(l) model implies testing whether the first dif
ference follows a random walk wi th drift. Previous research shows that for non-zero and 
sufficiently large drifts the DF distribution is inappropriate and that instead the standard 
normal or t distributions should be used. 

By simulation we obtain the small sample distributions of the DF test for a model with 
Poisson distributed and hence skewed errors. We also provide a small sample approxima
tion equation to enable calculation of smal l sample critical values. The results indicate 
that using DF critical values can be quite misleading. The finite sample distributions 
have heavier tails than distributions based on normal error terms and the quantiles differ 
most for small drifts and sample sizes. We further note that negative first differences are 
inconsistent with a unit root in the INAR(l) model. This provides a simple diagnostic for 
the presence of u nit root. 

The paper further provides an illustrative study where a test of unit root is considered 
for a quarterly time series of t he number of gene rics for different medical substances in 
Sweden (1972-1986). Using the results of t he paper the null hypothesis of a unit root can 
not be rejected at the 5 percent level. This conclusion is, however, contradicted by the 
presence of two negative first differences. 
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Paper [III] A New Approach to Modelling and Forecasting Monthly Guest 
Nights in Hotels 

An approach to model and forecast monthly guest nights in hotels is proposed. The 
approach, which is a mix of time series and econometric modelling, starts form the micro 
level and models the day-to-day number of g uest nights for specific hotels by an INAR(l) 
model. By cross-sectional and temporal aggregation an aggregate INARMA(1,1) model 
is obtained. In most empirical applications the AR-part of the INARMA(1,1) can be 
disregarded and the model then simplifies to an INMA(l) model. The model offers intuitive 
parameter interpretations in terms of mean-check-in and check-out probabilities. 

Empirical specification relating the mean check-out and check-in probabilities to ex
planatory variables are obtained by a logistic distributional function for the former and 
an exponential function for the latter. 

First, as well as, quarterly and annual differencing is discussed as a method of elimi
nating trends and seasonal patterns. The models based on the differenced series have the 
same parameters as the aggregate model based on the undifferenced series, so regardless 
of whether we prefer estimating at level o r at differenced series levels, we m ay still in
terpret the parameter estimates in an interesting way. Details concerning estimation, by 
conditional least squares, and forecasting is also discussed. 

The model and the different specifications of it are empirically used to model and fore
casts Norwegian guest nights in Swedish Hotels. Strong seasonal patterns are found in the 
mean-check-in and check-out probabilities and a forecast evaluation against a conventional 
ARIMA(1,0,1)(0,l,l)i2 shows that the model performs quite well. T he gain in forecasting 
accuracy from including explanatory variables in the model is small. 

Paper [IV] An Endogenously Stratified Count Data Model for Tourism De
mand 

The household choice of the number of t rips and the total number of nights is empirically 
studied on Swedish travel data. The study consider trips to the three largest city areas in 
Sweden: Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. 

A bivariate Poisson lognormal model, allowing negative correlation between the count 
variables, is utilized for the simultaneous estimation of the demand for trips and the 
demand for nights. Truncation arises from above for the number of t rips as counts larger 
than two are never observed due to the sampling procedure. The total number of nights are 
truncated "at zero" conditional on households making one trip and "at one" conditional 
on households making two trips, since the data chosen for the study excludes daytrips. 
The bivariate Poisson lognormal distribution is adjusted to account for these truncations 
in the empirical application. 

Since an explicit solution for the truncated bivariate Poisson lognormal distribution 
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can not be obtained the model is estimated by simulated maximum likelihood (SML) 
techniques. 

A bivariate hurdle model is introduced to handle the relatively high frequency of zeros 
in the sample. In the part of the hurdle model accounting for the positive outcomes 
count inflation techniques are utilized to allow for possibl e clustering of counts due to the 
allocation of leisur e time to weekends. The inflated models provide the best fits to the 
data giving some support for the weekend hypothesis. 

For most models the number of tri ps and nights are negatively correlated. Own price 
effects in the demand for trips and the demand for nights are negative while cross-price 
effects show mixed results. A small policy study is provided to illustrate the effects of the 
model. The policy study reveals the importance of including substitute destination prices 
in the model as well a s illustrates the substitution of trips for nights due to increased 
transportation costs. 
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